Network-based document clustering involves forming clusters of documents based on their significance and relationship strength. This approach can be used with various types of metadata that express the significance of the documents and the relationships among them. In this study, we defined a probabilistic network graph for fine-grained document clustering and developed a probabilistic generative model and calculation method. Furthermore, a novel neural-network-based network embedding learning method was devised that considers the significance of a document based on its rankings with external measures, such as the download counts of relevant files, and reflects the relationship strength between the documents. By considering the significance of a document, reputative documents of clusters can be centralized and shown as representative documents for tasks such as data analysis and data representation. During evaluation tests, the proposed ranking-based network-embedding method performs significantly better on various algorithms, such as the k-means algorithm and common word/phrase-based clustering methods, than the existing network embedding approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Document clustering involves the grouping of similar documents into clusters. It is a well-established approach for obtaining insight and performing analyses by clustering large volumes of documents without using a prebuilt highcost learning set. In particular, in modern times, when several million large digital documents are created every day, high-performance and rapid document clustering methods are essential. Network-based document clustering methods can group documents quickly and effectively by analyzing the significances of the nodes in the network based on graphs as well as the strength of the relationships among these nodes. These approaches are being used with various types of documents such as academic papers [1] , [2] , mobile app description documents [3] , and social media records [4] , [5] . Compared with content-based clustering, the network-based approach has the advantage that if the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fan Zhang . significance of a node can be evaluated correctly, the abuse problem can be addressed, which is one of the most significant problems in clustering, wherein unlawful nodes such as spam or keyword stuffing, i.e., the intentional manipulation of links or the insertion of popular words irrelevant to the actual content could be included and treated as important nodes in clustering results. Moreover, with the network-based approach, significant nodes would be located at the center of a cluster and could be representative of the cluster. Locating significant nodes at the center of a cluster is important for various clustering applications such as data analysis, as nodes representative of a resulting cluster are necessary to show and aggregate information. Therefore, the most important step in network-based document clustering is to measure the significance of the documents in question accurately. To this end, many existing studies have involved ranking documents by analyzing their inlink and outlink information or using a tool such as a search engine. However, these methods would be vulnerable to the abuse problem as it focuses on internal information and there is no way to verify such information. In this study, we attempted to resolve this problem by developing a novel network embedding (NE) method for calculating the significance of documents based on external indices that are independent of the document content. External indices that reflect the significance of documents include the view count (web documents) and number of citations (academic papers). As an example, the significance of mobile app description documents was analyzed using explicit rankings based on the number of downloads in online app stores.
Document embedding is a method of measuring the semantic distance between documents by projecting the documents onto a vector space. It is used in tasks such as document clustering, search, and classification and has a significant effect on the performance of those tasks. Various document-embedding methods have been proposed, including frequency-based document embedding, neural-networkbased document embedding [3] , and topic-modeling-based document embedding [6] . Currently, neural-network-based document embedding is being used widely, and there have been numerous studies on the optimization of document embedding based on the task at hand. In this report, we propose a new document embedding method for NE that considers the significance of documents and the semantic relationships between them by using a new objective function that reflects document significance based on ranking, which is an external index.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. NETWORK-BASED DOCUMENT CLUSTERING
Document clustering is an unsupervised method for clustering semantically similar documents. Methods of embedding documents in a vector space and finding their neighbors in that space [4] , [7] - [9] as well as semantic clustering methods based on salient word extraction [3] , [10] are widely used. To improve performance, there have been several studies on topics such as automatic parameterizing [11] , [12] and cluster initialization [12] . However, these methods assume that all of the documents are independent and do not consider the strength of the relationships among them. To overcome this limitation, network-based document clustering, which considers these relationships as well as the significance of the individual documents, has been researched extensively [1] , [5] , [13] - [15,] . Network-based document clustering regards documents as interconnected networks and performs document clustering according to the characteristics of these networks. These networks are defined as graphs consisting of vertices connected by edges. In studies on this topic, it has generally been assumed that pairs of vertices connected by edges exhibit sematic relationships. Then, based on this assumption, the significance (authority) and link strength of the documents are measured and the documents are clustered based on these parameters. Network-based document clustering began with the classification of hyperlinked web documents [13] , [16] , plotted graphs, and academic papers based on their citations, authors, and academic societies [12] . The technique was then used to determine the sematic relevance in the case of news [17] . Thus, it has been employed with various types of metadata and has been applied to a range of documents. This approach can also be used to link documents based on their content. It interconnects the shared words in the title or the main text of documents [1] . Hence, documents can be clustered based on the dependent relationships that exist between them in the network, even if the amount of metadata is low or the metadata are absent completely.
To perform network-based document clustering, one first needs to define the process formally. Sun et al. [1] formally defined network-based document clustering, proposed a probabilistic generative model, and used it to cluster papers. However, the definition and probabilistic generative model they proposed are not applicable in the case of multi-label clustering, wherein one document is allocated to multiple clusters. Further, the model is unsuitable for domains in which one encounters several million highly complex documents such as mobile apps and where specific documents must be allocated to multiple clusters. In this report, we propose a network-based document-clustering method that facilitates multi-labeling. To build a neighbor graph weight matrix to measure the strengths of the relationships among the documents during the network-based document clustering process, nonnegative matrix factorization and concept factorization have been used [5] , [15] . Furthermore, various types of ranks such as the search rank in search engines [4] , [5] and hubness value [1] , [15] , [19] as well as paper classification [20] , [21] are used to measure document significance and the link strengths among the documents. The hubness value is the most widely used metric for measuring document significance. For example, the PageRank [16] and HITS [13] algorithms analyze the graphs of web pages to search documents and assign higher authority values to those that have a larger numbers of inlinks. However, these methods favor old documents and allocate low authority values to new documents. To address this problem, a meaning-based search engine was used to reflect the meaning-related information in the significance of documents and single out unimportant ones, thereby increasing the processing speed [4] , [5] . However, search-engine-based significance analysis ranks documents based on their semantic relevance and focuses on their internal-meaning-related information. One disadvantage of this method is that is it prone to abuse, which refers to the intentional inclusion of important words irrelevant to the content of the actual documents. In this study, as stated above, we used a method of measuring document significance based on indices that are completely independent of the content of the documents in question, such as the number of downloads in the case of mobile apps. This approach fundamentally prevents abuse, which is the biggest problem encountered in network-based document significance analysis. VOLUME 7, 2019 B. DOCUMENT-EMBEDDING-BASED DOCUMENT CLUSTERING Document embedding is the conversion of a document consisting of a word set T into a latent vector. It is used to calculate the distances between documents and subsequently to cluster similar documents during documentclustering tasks. Some widely used document-embedding methods include those that use the term frequency (TF) or the inverse document frequency (IDF) [22] , as well as the topic-modeling-based method called latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [6] , [14] , [19] , [23] . Examples of studies in which these methods have been used for document clustering include one in which document clustering was performed by applying topic-modeling-based document embedding to the k-means algorithm [6] . In another study [14] , the performance of topic modeling was improved by measuring the significance of documents based on their network; the improved method was then used for document clustering. In addition, research is currently underway on embedding documents or words using neural networks. Representative neural-network-based embedding methods include Word2Vec [24] , which predicts the neighboring words of the input words, and Doc2Vec [25] , which predicts the words present in the input documents. Recently, TF-IDF, LDA, and Doc2Vec were used together to represent documents [26] . In one study, a document-embedding method that targets document clustering was improved [3] . In this case, the document-clustering performance could be enhanced by using a semi-supervised method that involved building initial clusters based on words and increasing the similarity between the documents in a given cluster through learning. To visualize, classify, and predict neighborhoods in a social network, a Word2Vec-based NE algorithm has been proposed [27] - [29] . In the corresponding works, the embedding algorithm was essentially similar to Word2Vec, with the exception that it predicts neighborhoods instead of the context words. In the present report, we propose a novel document-embedding method that reflects the significance of the documents in question based on their ranking by using external indices for network-based document clustering. This approach facilitates high-performance document embedding based on the simultaneous use of the semantic information present in the documents, the network information, and the document metadata.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
This section describes the concepts and notations used to define the problem of network-based document clustering that allows for multi-labeling.
Definition 1 Network: The network graph is defined as G = < V , E, W >, where V is the object, edge E is the binary relation between a node pair belonging to V , and W :E → R + is the weight mapping of edge e (e ∈ E) and is a real number.
Definition 2 Probabilistic Network Clustering: For a network G, the probability cluster C is defined as
where G is a subnetwork of G, and P C x indicates the set of probability of x ∈ V (G ) when x ∈ V (G) where V (G ) denotes the objects included in subnetwork G and V (G) indicates all of the objects in the network G. P C k x i , which is the probability that object x i belongs to cluster C k , has a value between 0 and 1, and 0 ≤ K k=1 P C k x i ≤ K , where K is the number of clusters. Clusters C k are independent of each other. Thus, object x can be allocated to every cluster with a maximum probability of 1. This approach facilitates multilabeling based on comparisons with the threshold probability value.
IV. KEYWORD-BASED PROBABILISTIC NETWORK CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
This section introduces the proposed network-based document-clustering algorithm, which allows multi-labeling and automatically determines the appropriate number of clusters k based on the nature of the document set. The most important task when clustering documents is to calculate the similarity between them. In this study, we calculated the similarity between documents by comparing the latent vectors of the documents that were learned by evaluating the quality of documents based on their external ranking information.
A. FRAMEWORK
Yoon et al. [3] proposed a framework for classifying mobile apps as documents based on keywords, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this study, we also used this framework but employed a probabilistic generative model that considers the network and the ranking information of the documents. The keywordbased document-clustering algorithm that uses NE consists of the following components:
• Step 1. Keyword Selector and Cluster Initializer: K salient words are extracted from the document set, and the cluster is initialized based on these words, that is,
The keywords are extracted from the document titles. The association rule [30] , [31] is used to extract the compound nouns consisting of two or more words. All stop words are removed from the extracted nouns. Further, weights are allocated to the remaining words using the TF and IDF, and the nouns with high weights are extracted as the salient words.
• Step 2. Cluster Expander: The ranking-based probabilistic generative model p(x|C i k ) is learned and document x is allocated to cluster C i k based on the posterior probability p(C i k |x). In other words, the cluster is expanded such that C e k = {x i } where x i ∈ V (G) and p(C i k |x) > threshold, leading to the construction of {C e k } K k=1 , where C e k denotes the k-th expanded cluster. The ranking-based probabilistic generative model is explained in Section 4.2.
• Step 3. Cluster Merger: The similarity between pair C e k and C e k , which belong to C e , is calculated, and any two clusters with high similarity are merged to construct 
In Step 1, the initial cluster, C i k , is composed of documents that contain salient words in their titles. For example, the cluster of the salient word ''camera'' consists of documents that include ''camera'' in their titles, such as ''HD camera'' and ''open camera.'' In Step 2, the cluster is expanded in accordance with Def. 2 by allocating a document x whose p(C i k |x) is higher than the threshold for cluster C i k . Among the extracted keywords, there can be synonyms and words whose clusters are of a similar nature. Thus, clusters with high similarity are merged in Step 3. For cluster merging, the similarity between the central vectors of the clusters is determined. The central vector is obtained based on the average of the document vectors that belong to the cluster. To compare the similarity, we use cosine similarity between the central vectors. The document vectors are learned from document networks and external ranking information of the network. In the mobile app example, descriptions of mobile apps are treated as documents and the download ranking is used as external ranking information. The method of determining the document vectors is explained in Section 5. The time complexity of selecting and initializing the clusters is O(n) as extracting words with the association rule takes O(n) time. The cluster expander process takes O(Kn) time, where K denotes the number of initialized clusters. The cluster merging process takes O(K 2 ) time as the similarity is calculated for each cluster pair. As K is much smaller than n, it could be scaled to large documents.
B. PROBABILISTIC GENERATIVE MODEL FOR NETWORK CLUSTERING
According to existing studies [1] , an object with a higher significance in the network has more inlinks from other objects. Thus, p(x|G), the probability of visiting object x in graph G, is higher on significant objects than others. Based on this observation, we developed a network-clustering method by calculating the probabilistic generative model for network clustering, p(x|G). Def. 1 defines a network whose relationship strength with a linked object is reflected in the edge weight. We assume that the probability of visiting object x in graph G is proportional to the sum of the probabilities of visiting the neighbors of x, as shown in (1):
N G (x) denotes the neighbor of object x in graph G, and w x,x j denotes the edge weight of x and its neighbor x j . Thus, the posterior probability that object x i belongs to network G k can be calculated using the Bayesian rule as follows:
It is assumed that all of the values of p(x i ) are identical; thus, they are ignored in (3) . w x i ,x j denotes the relationship strength between x i and x j . A close neighbor with a higher relationship strength has greater influence on the posterior probability. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the greater the significance of x j , the higher the probability of visiting x j in G k . Hence, using function f RS (x i , x j ), which considers the relationship strength of two objects and their significance, p(x j |G k ) w x i ,x j can be expressed as follows:
In (4), the probability of visiting x j in graph G k , p(x j |G k ), can also be calculated by comparing the similarity and significance of G k and x j , as with w G k ,x j . To compare object x j with graph G k , it is compared with the average value of the objects that belong to G k :
Using (2)-(5), the score function proportional to the posterior probability that object x i belongs to cluster C k can be determined as follows:
In (6), p(G k ) is determined by dividing the number of objects that belong to G k by the total number of objects. Equation (6) expresses the probability that object x belongs VOLUME 7, 2019 to cluster C as a score that is proportional to the significance and relationship strength of the object.
V. NET2VEC: NEURAL NE WITH EXTERNAL RANKING LOSS
This section describes a novel network-embedding method with external ranking loss, which is the main contribution of our work. This method is used to calculate the similarity function f RS based on the document significance. The algorithm, which we called Net2Vec, is based on the Word2Vec algorithm, which is a well-known algorithm for word or document embedding. The Net2Vec algorithm is used to compare the relationship strengths of the documents in question while considering their significance based on their ranking information during optimization.
A. PRELIMINARY STUDY: WORD2VEC AND DOC2VEC
Word2Vec learns to predict context words w j , w j+1 , . . ., w j+n of input word w i , which belongs to word set w consisting of V words by using a neural-network-based model that consists of an input layer, a projection layer, and an output layer.
In (8), E w i is a vector corresponding to weight matrix W matched with input word w i in Fig. 2 , and E w j is the vector for output word w j obtained using the weight matrix W . When a corpus T is given, the Word2Vec algorithm learns to maximize the log probability (see (7) ) and obtains a weight matrix to be used as the latent vector for the word. To calculate the denominator of (8) efficiently, the algorithm uses the negative sampling loss function. While Word2Vec is a technique for embedding words, Doc2Vec is a technique for embedding documents, paragraphs, or sentences. As shown in the middle model in Fig. 2 , Doc2Vec receives document d i , which belongs to document set d with N documents, as the input and learns to predict words w j , w j+1 , . . . , w j+n that belong to document d i . After learning is completed, the learned weight matrix is used to represent input words or documents as embeddings.
B. NE WITH AUTHORITY RANKING LOSS
The Net2Vec algorithm proposed in this report (see third model in Fig. 2) receives an object x i that belongs to the network as the input and learns to predict x j , x j+1 , . . . , x j+n , which are the neighboring nodes of x i . The vector of object x i is determined using weight matrix W * * , as is also the case for the Doc2Vec algorithm. The proposed algorithm optimizes (9) with back-propagation to predict the neighboring objects of the input object while considering the relationship strength w x i ,x j between the objects.
In this study, the concept of authority ranking loss was introduced to reflect the strengths of the relationships among the important objects. The authority ranking loss reflects the fact that an object with higher significance has a greater probability of being visited by the network than an object with lower significance. Thus, x j , a neighbor of x i that has low significance, is penalized so that objects with higher significance can be predicted with a higher probability. For the significance, various metrics such as the content-based ranking and frequency of the documents can be considered based on the characteristics of the document set. For example, for mobile apps, the download ranking can be used as the significance. Equation (11) shows the authority ranking score (ARS) function:
where R(x j ) is the ranking score of x j , which is simply the sum of the reciprocals of the rankings during the given period. In other words, the first place is given one point, the second place is given 0.5 points, and so on. Then, for the given period, the rankings of the objects are added. For the normalization function, min-max normalization is used. sim(x i x j ) measures the similarity between x i and x j by comparing the cosine similarities of the x i and x j vectors. This similarity is used to determine the strength of the relationship between the objects. Thus, the higher the significance of object x j with high similarity, the higher the ARS of x i .
To address the constraint optimization problem, the proposed model uses a penalty term of the object function as the constraint [32] : The proposed model is normalized through negative sampling. The negative sampling method learns by randomly extracting positive examples and more negative examples from the total set. For the negative examples, a high penalty is given if the similarity sim(x i x j ) between the input and output objects is high, and the significance of output object x j is high. Further, the opposite applies in the case of positive examples. A higher penalty is given for false predictions if the significance is higher because an object with higher significance is considered as being more representative of that specific cluster. This approach has the effect of ensuring that the embedding vector is trained so that the cluster and input object move farther apart. Based on network object embedding using the object function given in (12) , the latent vector E x of x is trained to be closer to a neighboring object that has high significance. Hence, f RS (x i , x j ) in (4)-(6) can be expressed as a function for measuring the distance between the latent vectors of two objects using their cosine similarity. Finally, the posterior probability is calculated using the score function (6), the objects are allocated to clusters, and the similarity between the clusters is calculated as described in Steps 2 and 3.
VI. EVALUATIONS A. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A large-scale document set was needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model for fine-grained, multi-label clustering. In mobile app stores such as the Google Play Store and Apple AppStore, more than 2 million mobile apps of various types are registered, and each mobile app has a document that describes the app in detail. In this study, we used a mobile app dataset [3] obtained by web-scrapping the Google Play Store as the test dataset. The composition of this dataset is shown in Table 1 .
The Google Play Store classifies apps into fewer than 60 main categories, which are entered by the developer when they register their app. For the test dataset, five categories, namely, lifestyle (Life), education (Edu), travel and local (Travel), tools (Tool), and entertainment (Ent), were selected, and 1000 apps were clustered such that each app was allocated to one cluster. Any app that could not be allocated to a cluster was excluded. The dataset was expanded and divided into two sets to analyze the clustering and multilabeling performance of the proposed method. For the first set, the existing dataset, wherein each app was allocated to a single cluster, was used as is. For the second set, each app was allowed to be allocated to multiple clusters. We used the ranking information to measure the significance of the documents (apps). The download rankings for four months (September 2016 to December 2016) were collected from the Google Play Store, and these data were used as the ranking information for this study. The numbers of apps in the first and second sets are listed in the rows labeled #Apps 1 and #Apps 2 , respectively, in Table 1 .
In this study, the mobile app datasets were expressed as the following networks:
In the mobile app network, V is a mobile app included in the network, where every V has a term set T containing the terms used in the mobile app description, and D is the developer.
• Edges in G: In the mobile app network, if a word t ∈ T or developer d ∈ D is shared by two nodes, x i and x j , the following holds true: edge < x i , x j >∈ E. All of the tests of the proposed method were performed using a PC with an Intel 4.00 GHz CPU and 64 GB of RAM.
B. CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the document-clustering performance of the proposed ranking-based network-embedding method with respect to the clustering of mobile apps, we selected several well-known embedding methods and used them as the baseline.
• TF: Documents are embedded based on the TF. The embedding size is the total number of terms, N . If the frequency of a term in the document is k, then k is allocated to the corresponding vector element.
• LDA: To express the documents as vectors, the topicscore vector based on LDA [6] is used. The number of topics was set to 124.
• Doc2Vec: For document embedding, the Doc2Vec algorithm [25] was used. The vector size was set to 300, the window length was set to 8, and the number of negative examples was set to five. The tool Gensim [33] was used for learning. • Network embedding (NE): NE without ranking loss. This method learns NE by predicting the neighbors of the input node.
• Ranking-based Net2Vec (Net2Vec): This is the proposed network-based embedding method that uses the ranking information of the documents to be clustered. To evaluate the suitability of the proposed embedding method for document clustering, each of the abovementioned embedding methods was employed with a clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithms used were as follows:
• k-means: This well-known clustering method works by minimizing the variance of the differences in the distances between the clusters. In this study, SKLearn [34] was used as the learning tool.
• NetClus: This network-clustering algorithm [1] uses the ranking distribution with internal frequency features. It clusters documents by iteratively calculating the generative probability as follows:
Step 0. Initialize the cluster.
Step 1. Build the ranking-based probabilistic generative model for each cluster, that is,
Step 2. Calculate the posterior probability p C t k | x and reallocate the documents to the clusters based on it.
Step 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 t times until the clusters no longer change significantly to obtain the final posterior probability p C t k | x and the final
. The probability distribution is calculated by adding and normalizing the edge weights of all the neighbors, as shown in (13) . In this study, the weight calculation method used in a previous study [27] was modified for mobile apps and used to measure the weight based on the TF and the developer information shared between two documents, as shown in (14) .
Developer of x i and x j is same c, if title word w i in x i appears c times in x j 0, otherwise
• Keyword-based clustering: This keyword-based clustering algorithm was proposed in Section IV.A. Unlike the k-means and NetClus algorithms, it does not reallocate clusters repeatedly. Moreover, it is not necessary to preset the k-value in this case. Further, multi-labeling is possible. The posterior probability threshold for cluster expansion was set depending on the embedding method used, with the values for TF, LDA, Doc2Vec, RD2V, and Net2Vec being 0.52, 0.4, 0.43, 0.63, and 0.57, respectively. To ensure that the experiments were fair, the gold standard was used for the number of clusters k. For the hyperparameters for all of the algorithms, the lifestyle category was used as the development set and the irace package [35] was used to determine the hyperparameters.
To compare the clustering performances, we used purity and entropy as the evaluation measures. Purity is an external evaluation index for measuring the quality of the clusters and is determined as follows:
where N denotes the total number of documents, c i denotes the ith cluster predicted by the system, and t j denotes the cluster tag that appears the most often in the documents that belong to c i . Purity has a value between 0 and 1, and a higher value indicates better performance. Entropy is an indicator that measures the degree of unexpectedness and is determined as follows:
where N i is the number of documents that belong to c i , and p(t j ) is the probability that a document that belongs to c i is classified as t j . Table 2 shows the performances of the proposed and baseline methods. The k-means algorithm shows significant differences in terms of performance with respect to the document-embedding method. When embedding was performed based on the simple document frequency, the average purity and entropy values were 0.42 and 2.83, respectively, and the values are the lowest for all the categories. The topic-modeling-based embedding method with LDA and the Doc2Vec method with a neural network exhibit almost identical performances, with the difference between their purity values being only 0.1. Further, the entropy of the LDA-based method is higher by only 0.12. The proposed ranking-based Net2Vec algorithm, which considers the network node significance and the node relevance, indicates that the average purity and entropy values increased by 0.08 and 0.37, respectively, compared to those for the LDA-based method. These differences are large. The proposed method also shows purity and entropy values that are higher by 0.04 and 0.11 on average compared to those for the existing state-of-the-art for mobile app embedding using a clustering method, RD2V, suggesting that the network-based embedding method is more effective.
In particular, for the tool category, the entropy of the proposed method is 1.24 higher than that of the d2v method and 0.72 higher than that of the rd2v method; these differences are also large. Of course, the ranking-based method shows better performance than the NE algorithm without ranking information. To compare it with the networkbased document-clustering algorithm, we re-implemented the Net2Clus algorithm as described in [1] (denoted as org in Table 2 ) and modified the algorithm to use the proposed posterior probability calculation method with the ranking based Net2Vec embedding. The probability calculation method based on the proposed Net2Vec method yielded higher purity values than the existing method in three categories as well as higher entropy values in four categories. The purity and entropy values are higher than those obtained by the original Net2Clus algorithm by 0.02 and 0.15, respectively. Thus, the entropy values exhibit a greater difference. This finding suggests that when analyzing the significance of documents in a network, the use of document rankings, which constitute explicit metadata, leads to better clustering performance than the existing method, which only uses the edge links.
Lastly, the keyword-based document clustering method described in Section IV also shows trends similar to those of the k-means method. The neural-network-based embedding method generally exhibits better performance than the term-frequency-based method. The RD2V method, which is an improved version of the Doc2Vec method, and the proposed ranking based Net2Vec method both show better performance than the LDA method. In particular, the Net2Vec method exhibits the highest purity and entropy values in four categories as well as the highest average values. When the documents were expressed in terms of frequencies, the purity and entropy were found to be 0.42 and 2.83, respectively, for the k-means algorithm; 0.71 and 1.14, respectively, for Net2Clus; and 0.58 and 1.55, respectively, for the keywordbased clustering algorithm. Thus, the Net2Clus algorithm, which reflects the network characteristics, achieved the best performance. However, when the document representation method that reflects the network characteristics was used with the keyword-based algorithm, the latter showed the best performance, because the keyword-based algorithm creates synergies between the semantic and graph characteristics by reflecting both the semantic and the network characteristics of the documents. Table 3 shows the top 10 apps that are similar to the video-streaming app Netflix and the VOA Learning English app for learning English, as selected using RD2V, the NE algorithm, and the proposed ranking-based Net2Vec algorithm. As shown in this table, when the proposed method was used, more apps that provide similar services as the Netflix app were selected than was the case with the existing methods. This result implies that the proposed networkbased method has a greater semantic effect than the existing keyword-based document embedding method. The RD2V algorithm tends to focus on word meaning; consequently, it may select a non-related app with a certain keyword for a query app. For example, for a query app VOA Learning English, it will select news apps that have the keyword VOA rather than English learning apps. On the other hands, the NE algorithm focuses on the linking between apps. Focusing on the network intimacy could prevent the selection non-related apps with a certain keyword; however, it may fail to find the correct apps for a specific topic. For example, for the Netflix app, the NE algorithm often selects video service apps that have different objectives than those of Netflix. For instance, the objective the Children Videos app is streaming funny and entertaining kids' videos, whereas the objective of the Netflix app is streaming movies and TV shows.
C. AUTHORITY TEST
The proposed method induces learning in such a way that the documents with higher significance are placed closer to the cluster center based on their rankings. The central documents are chosen based on the proximity of their embedding values to the average embedding value of the cluster. Selecting a representative document is extremely important when skimming or presenting a cluster; therefore, the object should have strong relation to and reputation in the cluster. In this section, we describe the results of an experiment performed to examine whether documents with higher significance are actually closer to the cluster center when the proposed method is used and whether the probability of visiting them from the network is higher, as is assumed in the probabilistic generative model. For this experiment, the unlabeled dataset in Table 1 was clustered using the proposed method, and Class P clusters were predicted as the results. We compared the results obtained with two baseline methods, RD2V, which is a state-of-the-art embedding method for mobile app clustering as a representative document embedding method, and NE, to prove the effectiveness of using ranking information for NE. Figs. 3 show the average rankings of the documents for each relative distance section once the distances between a cluster center and embedded documents in the cluster had been measured for each predicted cluster.
The top histogram of Fig. 3 shows the average rankings for each distance section when the ranking-based NE method proposed in this study was used. It can be seen that, with the proposed method, the rankings of the documents close to the cluster center are higher than those of the documents that are far from the cluster center, which is the case for all categories. In particular, the top 10% of the documents in the dataset, which are closer to the center, have much higher rankings than those of the documents in the other sections. Thus, the learning process was successful in embedding the documents with higher significance at the center. In contrast, in the middle and bottom histogram of Fig3, which correspond to the RD2V and NE, respectively, in which the ranking information was not used, the document distance from the center and the document significance do not exhibit any correlation as these algorithms focus on the internal information, whereas the proposed Net2Vec method focuses on both internal and external information. Table 4 shows examples of cluster center applications. The proposed Net2Vec method tends to select well-known items with high download counts as the center applications, whereas RD2V and NE do not consider the reputation of applications.
According to the results, RD2V prefers applications that include certain keywords in their titles, and NE prefers applications that have long descriptions, because if a document has more keywords, it has a greater chance of having connectivity with more documents. In case of a ''Python Book'' cluster, Net2Vec fails to locate reputative documents as a center application because there was no application that is ranked in the Google Play chart. However, in that case, it also succeeds in locating an application with a strong relation as a center application, similarly to the other methods. D. MULTI-LABELING PERFORMANCE #Apps 2 in Table 1 is a dataset that includes apps that required multi-labeling. The effectiveness of the proposed method in multi-labeling was verified using this dataset. For this evaluation, the F-measure [22] was used as the metric. The F-measure of cluster C, F(C), is defined as follows:
In general, a high F(C) value indicates that the cluster is of good quality. In this study, document x was allocated to every cluster C i , where p(C i |x) > threshold using the proposed clustering method, as described in Section IV. Fig. 4 shows the average F-measure values of the various embedding methods for every category. The proposed ranking-based Net2Vec method exhibits an F-measure value of 0.72 for a threshold of 0.55, which is higher than those of RD2V (0.69 at 0.6) and NE (0.66 at 0.45). The precision and recall for the section with the highest F-measure value are 0.8 and 0.65, respectively, for Net2Vec; 0.77 and 0.62, respectively, for RD2V; and 0.72 and 0.61, respectively for NE. Hence, both the precision and recall of the proposed method are higher than those of the other methods, confirming that it is the most appropriate one for multi-labeling.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this study, we represented a document set as a network and developed an effective document-embedding method. This method measures the significance of the documents based on their rankings, enables learning to increase that the probability of visiting the important documents, and can successfully cluster numerous documents with multiple labels. The main contributions of this study can be summarized as follows. Initially, the significance of the documents was analyzed based on their content and rankings, which can be considered to be an independent index. By this contribution, the proposed algorithm could successfully select a representative document of a cluster. Secondly, a novel document-embedding method that considers both the significance and content of documents was proposed for network-based document clustering. In addition, it was confirmed that the proposed method achieves better performance than the existing ones. Moreover, an effective calculation method was proposed for a probabilistic generative model and a network was defined that allows for multi-label clustering. In future work, we will apply the proposed method to various domains such as newspapers and social networks. We also plan to apply our method to various tasks such as multi-label classification and link prediction. HEUISEOK LIM received the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in computer science and engineering from Korea University, Seoul, South Korea, in 1992, 1994, and 1997, respectively.
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